THE HOUSE THAT JANE BUILT

Ever since she was a little girl, Jane Addams hopes to help people in need. She wanted to create a place where people could find food, work and community.

In 1889, she chose a house in a run-down Chicago neighborhood and turned it into Hull House– a settlement home– soon adding a playground, kindergarten and a public bath.

The dreams of a smart, caring girl had become a reality. And the lives of thousands of people were transformed when they stepped into the house that Jane Addams built.

Jane gave thanks for the life that she led and recognized that others were not as fortunate as her family. Give thanks this holiday season by creating a Giving Thanks Spiral!

GIVING THANKS SPIRAL

MATERIALS:

- White construction paper or printed template
- markers
- crayons
- scissors
- hole punch
- ribbon or string

1. Draw a spiral on white construction paper or print out the attached spiral template.
2. Write inside the spiral all of the things that you are thankful for.
3. Turn the paper over and color the entire backside with drawings or different colors.
4. Cut out the spiral starting at the outside black line and following it inside.
5. Punch two holes in the small circles.
6. Tie a string into a loop through the holes and hang your spiral inside or outside!